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1. INTRODUCTION 
Craven and Mond [ 1 ] have given Fritz John type necessary conditions for 
a class of nonlinear programming problems in complex space over 
polyhedral cones. Here we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the static minimax problems in complex space which are extensions of the 
corresponding real space conditions of [4]. These conditions are then used to 
extend some duality results of [2] for a general class of nondifferentiable 
programming problems to complex space over arbitrary polyhedral cones. 
The complex minimax problem that we consider seeks to choose <E So = 
([ E c*“/-g(c) E S} which minimizes 
where c = (z, Z), v = (w, W) for z E C”, w E C”, $(., e): C2” X C2m -+ C is 
analytic with respect o 6 W is a specified compact subset in C2m, S is the 
polyhedral cone in Cp, and g: C’” -+ Cp is analytic. 
To derive the necessary conditions, we shall need the following lemma ] 11. 
LEMMA. Let B E Cpxq, v E Cp, w E Cq, and S c Cp be a convex 
polyhedral cone with nonempty interior. 
Then exactly one of the following two systems has a solution: 
(i) -Bw E Int S, or 
(ii) BHv = 0, 0 # v E S*, where S* is the polar cone of S. 
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2. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR 
THE STATIC COMPLEX MINIMAX PROBLEM 
For 6 = (z, T) E So, we define 
and note that W(c) is compact and nonempty. 
Let Q= {[:;I E CZn/z2=q} 
{ [:;I E Czn/z2 = -Fl}. 
and the polar cone of Q [5] is Q* = 
F or each q E W, the function #(., .): C*” x CZm + C, 
and g: C*” + Cp are differentiable with respect o [ if 
Oh c rl) - #(zo 9 KJ ; r) 
= V,&, .&I; v )(z - zo> + V,d(zo 3 yo ; rl)(f - z,) + O(Iz - zo I) 
and 
g(z9 fl - &o 9 50) 
= v, g(z,, &J(z - zo) + v,-L&J, cJ(~- KJ + O(Iz - zol), 
where V,(, V,(, V, g, and Vrg denote, respectively, the vectors of partial 
derivatives of 4 and g with respect to z and Z: Further O(lz - zol)/ 
lz-zol+O as z-+zo. Notice that f is not differentiable, in general. 
THEOREM 1. Let #(*, a): C2” x C2m + C be dlrerentiable with respect to 
[ for each q E W, g: C*” + Cp be dlrerentiable with respect to <, and let 
S c Cp be a polyhedral cone with nonempty interior. Let co be a solution to 
the minimax problem. 
(A) Then there exist a positive integer s, scalars lli > 0, i = 1, 2,..., s, 
0 # u E S*, and vectors vi E W(C;“), i = 1,2 ,..., s such that 
5 Al ‘z#(C”9 Vi) + i I, v&(C”9 V*> + UT vz g(C”) + UH V,g([O) = 0, (1) 
i=l i=l 
Re uHg(co) = 0. (2) 
Proof: Equation (2) can be written as 
juTg((0) + fzPg((O) = 0. 
If (A) does not hold, then Vqi E W(C;“), i = 1, 2,..., s, there exist no li, i = 
1,2 ,..., s, and u satisfying (1) and (2). Let 
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Thus, for all vi, the system 
has no solution whenever 
E R; x [(S* x S*)nQ], 
where $* = (W: w E S*}. By the lemma, for all vi E W(<“), i = 1, 2 ,..., s, 
there exist p and q (depending on vi) satisfying 
Eint[RS, Xcl((SXg)+Q*}l. 
Thus, there exists a solution to the system 
Re [V, #(Co, Vi)P + V&(CO, Vi)B] < 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., s, 
v,g(r”) P + g(CO)q = --CL - r? 




where a,/? E int S and I E Cp. Taking the conjugate of relation (5) and 
adding to (4) 
V, g(CO)p + V,g(CO)p + g(CO)(q + 4) = -a -P E -int S. 
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Now by making use of the differentiability of g with respect o c, it follows 
from Theorem 1 [l] that (zO + tp, .F,, + t$) is feasible for the minimax 
problem for sufficiently small t, 0 < t < R + . 
Also, now 4 is differentiable with respect [ for each q, therefore, we have 
Re[#(zo + tp, .fo + t/R SJ - #(zo, Fo; Vi)] 
=Re[tV,#(zo, yo; Vi)P + tV&(z,,foi Vi)P+ o(t)], 
i = 1, 2 ,..., s. (61 
Therefore, from system (3) it follows that 
Re $(zo + tp, Fo + @; Vi) < Re #(zo, fo; Vi), i = 1, 2 ,..., s. (7) 
NOW for each rti E W([‘), i = 1,2,..., S, 
Re $(zo, To ; Vi) = Sup Re #(zo, FO ; V) = f(zo, To)? 
?lEW 
i = 1, 2 ,..., s. 
Therefore, from (7) 
Re $(zo + tp, To t t& Vi) < f(Zo, io), i = 1, 2 ,..., s. 
Now q,. E W([“) c W, i = 1, 2 ,..., s, and W is compact. 
. * . Sup Re ((z. + tp, F. + tP> < f(zo , Z,) 
or 
f(ql + tP, Kl + m < f@o 3 fol. 
This contradicts the assumption that co is a solution to the minimax 
problem. 
THEOREM 2. Let Co E So. Let g(-) be a convex function of { and for 
every q E W let @(a, q) be a convex function of 4. If there are (i) finite lli > 0, 
i = 1, 2,..., s, Cf=, Li # 0; (ii) vector u E S*; (iii) vectors vi E W(cO), i = 
1, 2 ,..., s, such that 
’ 13i ‘,$(C”T Vi) t L 
iFl 
v Izi vF@(C”v Vi) t UT V, + UH V,g([O) = 0, 
i=l 
Re z?‘g([“) = 0, 
then co is a minimax solution. 
Proof. Suppose the conditions of the theorem are satisfied but Co is not a 
minimax solution. Then there exists C’ E So such that 
SUP Re W’, v) < SUP Re #(Co7 VI- 
1EW tlEW 
(8) 
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Also, 
Re zPg(<‘) = 0, 
and since -g(C’) E S and u E S*, therefore, 
Re rPg(C’) < 0. 
Also, for vi E W([“), we have 





i = 1, 2 )...) s, (11) 
Re HC’, Vi) < SUP Re #CC’, ~1, i = 1, 2 ,..., s, (12) 
VEW 
therefore 
Re #CC’, Vi) < Re #(Coy Vi>, i = 1, 2 ,..., s, (13) 
where (13) follows by making use of (8), (1 I), and (12). Multiplying each 
equation in (13) by li, summing up for values of i = 1, 2,..., s, and using (9) 
and (10) we have 
Re [i ki#(C’, Vi> + UHg(C’) ] < Re [ii, ki$(C’, Vi) + UHg(lo)] 3 (14) 
i:l 
where the strict inequality follows from the fact that 
ki > O, i = 1, 2 ,..., s, and i ~i#O. 
i=l 
From convexity assumptions, 
ReM(C, Vi> - $(C”, vi) - V,#(C”, Vi)(C’ - Co) - VAY”, Iri)(l’ - Co)1 2 03 (15) 
Re [ s(C) - g(C’) - g’(C’)(C’ - Co>1 >0, (16) 
where g’([‘) is the matrix whose components are partial derivatives of g at Co 
with respect o z and Z. 
Multiplying (15) by lli, summing up for values of i = 1,2,..., S, and (16) 
by uH, and adding, we have 
(17) 
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From the given conditions, the right-hand side of (17) is zero. Consequently, 
(17) and (14) contradict each other. Hence, e is a minimax solution. 
Next we prove the sufficient condition without making use of convexity 
assumptions of Theorem 2. But here we assume 4(., r) for each q E W and 
g(.) to be twice Frechlt differentiable with respect to < on C*” X Czm and 
C2”, respectively. Let 
Denote by (Wi) the matrix 
Similarly, we can define (g) and (g). 
THEOREM 3. Let co E So. if there exist (i) a finite positive integer s, 
(ii) scalars li> 0, i= 1,2 ,..., s with Cy=, Ai#O, (iii) u E S*, and 
(iv) vectors vi E W(c’), i = 1,2,..., S, such that 
i Ai Vz#(rS”, ‘Ii) + i Ji V&(C”, Vi) + u”’ Vz &(I’) + uH V,g(cO) = 0, (18) 
i=l i=l 
Re nHg(co) = 0, (19) 
and 
i Ai + u”(g) + u’(g) is positive semidefinite, 
i=l 
(20) 
for all t; E C2”. Then co is a minimax solution. 
Proof. Consider any [’ E So. Then 
Re [ i n,d(C’, Vi) + UHg(C’) - i li#(C”v Vi> - uHg(io)] 
i=l i=l 
+~TVI++UHv~g(~o) g-‘-CO) I 
+ f(c;’ - coy [1$* J.,(Vl> + u”(g) +~Wj~, (C’ - i’)! = 0, (21) 
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where r’ = ~4’ + (1 - a) [‘, 0 < a < 1. Using (18)-(20) in (21) we obtain 
> - Re #g([‘). (22) 






SUP Re #CC', V> > Re $(6', Vi), 
I?EW 
Hence, by making use of (23~(25), we have 
i = 1, 2,..., s (24) 
i = 1, 2 ,..., s. (25) 
or 
Sup Re #(l’, 9) 2 SUP Re #(Co, 17). 
tlEW rlEW 
Hence, co is a minimax solution. 
3. DUALITY THEOREMS 
Here we prove some duality theorems for a class of nondifferentiable 
programming problems in complex space. We consider the primal 
problem (P): 
Minimize Re f(C) 
Subject to [E So. 
Let Y be the set of triplets (s, A, q”), where s is a finite positive integer, A = 
@,9A 2 ,..., A,) be an s-dimensional vector with Izi > 0, i = 1,2 ,..., s; 
Cf= 1 Ai = 1; and V’ = (~1, ~2 ,-.9 vs) is an ms-dimensional vector such that 
vi E W(C), i = 1, 2 ,..., s, for some c E So. For each (s, 1, q”) E Y, we define 
X(s, I, 90) = ((, U) E C2” x c2p’, 
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where U = (u, zi) E C2p satisfying vi E W(c), i = 1, 2 ,..., s, u E S* and 
Dual of problem (P) is defined (D): 
Maximize Sup Re[f(c) + uHg([)], 
(Sk rt’) E Y(L v) E-w, 4 V). 
If for a triplet (s, 1, q’) in Y the set X(s, A, q’) is empty, we define the 
supremum over it to be --co. 
In the next theorem, we establish the duality relationship between 
problems (P) and (D) under the convexity condition imposed on the 
functions 0 and g. It is assumed $(., q) is a convex function of [ for each rl 
and g is a convex function of c. 
THEOREM 4. Let [E So be an optimal solution to problem (P). Then 
there exists (f, 1, $) in Y and OE Czp with ([, 0) E X(f, 1, fl) such that 
(K 1, ii) and (6 0) g ive an optimal solution to problem (D). Furthermore, the 
two problems (P) and (D) have the same extremal values. 
Proof. Since [ is an optimal solution to problem (P). Therefore, from 
Theorem 2 it follows that there exist (i) a finite positive integer $- 
(ii) nonnegative scalars I,, 1, ,..., I, with Ct= r li # 0, (iii) o # u” E S* such 
that 
Re uoHg(o = 0. 
Let a=C:=,li. Then ($a-‘A,fi)E Y and (~,a-‘v”)EX(s^,aa-‘l,r”), 
where L = (A,, AZ,..., 1;). Put I= a-‘A and ir= a-‘@. We first prove that 
(4, 0) attains th e maximum of the following problem: 
Maximize Re LfK> + u”g(C)l 
Subject to ([, v) E X($x, ii). 
Take any (c, u) from X(f, 1, fl), using fi E IV@, the convexity of 4, g, and 
Re GHg(o = 0. 
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+ uH V,g(C) I (4- 0 - Re u*g@ > 0, 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that (6, U) E X(2, I, fl), 
Re @g(o < 0. Hence, we obtain 
Re f($ = Re Lf(~) + ~“s@l > Re[ftCl + u”g(l)l 
for all (C, U) E X(f, X, $. (26) 
To complete the proof we must show any (s, 1,~“) E Y that 
SUP Re [f(C) + U”g(Cl1 G Re f($. (27) 
(~,U)~X(S,l,?P) 
Let us assume, X(s, 1, r”) to be nonempty. Take any (C, U) E X(s, I, ?J”!. By 
making use of Re f(C) = Cf= I Izi Re #(C, vi), Re f(C) > C;=, ki Re 4(6 Vi), 
and Re #g(c) < 0, we have 
Re [f(C) + uHg(iJ - f(l) I< Re 
+ UT ‘2 g(C) + liH ‘,,([)I ([- c)[ = 0, 
since (<, U) E X(s, 4, q”). Thus (27) is proved. From (26) and (27) it follows 
that (4, 0) and ($2, 9) give an optimal solution of the problem (D). Since 
f(t) is the extremal value of problem (P), (26) implies that the two problems 
(P) and (D) have the same extremal values. 
To prove converse duality we shall closely follow the work of [3] and 
make the assumptions: 
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0) N, 4 = K(C) + wHr(c), where K(e), r(e) are twice Frechet 
differentiable functions from C’” into C and C”, respectively. 
(ii) K(s) and r(.) h ave a convex real part with respect o R + and R’f 
on Q, respectively. Let g be convex with respect o S on Q. Hence, we define 
the primal problem (F): 
Minimize Re f(c) = Maxin$ze Re[K(c) + w”r(c)] 
Subject to -g(t;) E S, 
where g is twice Frechet differentiable on Q. Let h: C” -+ Cq be convex and 
Frechet differentiable and T be a polyhedral cone in Cq. We define the 
constraint set H as 
H = {w E F/-h(w) E T}. 
We assume that 
WET*. Hc T*. 
(B) We shall say that condition (B) is satisfied at w” E H if v E RQ, 
Re ~~[V,h(w’) + V,h(w”)] = 0, Re[vTh(wo)] = 0, and u > 0 * u = 0. 
Dual to ij is the problem 6: 
Maximize Re[K(<) + w”r(c) + yHg(LJ] 
Subject o 2V,KR(LJ + wT vzm + w” V,r(C) + yr v, g(C) 
+ YH v,gto = 0, 
YES”, h(w) E T, 
where KR = Re K. 
THEOREM 5. Let (co, w”, y”) be an optimal solution for problem b and 
let the matrix 
(D) = 2(KR) + wH(r) + w’(F) + y”(g) + y’( g> 
be nonsingular at (co, w”, y”) and the condition (B) is satisfied at w” E H. 
Then co is optimal to the minimization problem F and the two extremal 
values of problem P and problem is are equal. 
Proof. Since (co, w”, y”) is optimal for D. The existence of this optimal 
solution implies the existence of the optimal solution to an equivalent 
problem say D’ to D in real space [3]. Now the converse duality results of 
Tanimoto [2] in real space are applicable to 6’ and we can find a solution 
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to the corresponding primal p’ in real space. Solution to P’ guarantees a 
solution to P and the two extremal values of problems (p) and (D) are equal. 
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